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WATER ANALYSIS

Materials use to take a water sample

How to take a water sample

For chemical tests:
?Use plastic bottles
?Clean the bottles and stoppers thoroughly and rinse

For microbiology tests:
?Use only sterilized bottles supplied by the laboratory

From a tap:
?Open the tap fully and let it run for 2 minutes then 
?Rinse and fill the bottle then 
?Seal and label the bottle

From a borehole or well:
?Run the pump for 2 minutes then
?Rinse and fill the bottle then
?Seal and label the bottle

From a stream, lake or fountain:
?Fill the bottle with the mouth pointing upstream
?Move it around slowly in stilltanding water

Why do we test our water?

To determine if the water is best for:

? Agricultural use
? Domestic use
? Drinking

To determine the environmental impact of the water.

To determine if the water needs purification and what 
kind  of processing.

Sample size
For chemical tests—2 liters
For microbiology test— 250 milliliters

Sample handling
Store in a fridge and submit to an ARC 
laboratory within 48 hours
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SOAP WATER USED FOR ‘WAGON WHEEL’ IRRIGATION

This irrigation method puts soap water to use and has the potential to produce up to 500kg 
vegetables and 60kg grapes per year.

Vegetables are planted next to the dripper lines, according to their growing habits: upright plants near 
the drum such as maize, then following green peppers; tomatoes; onions and cabbage, then runner 
vegetables toward the end such as pumpkins and trellis beans or grapes towards the fence.

A 210 liter drum cut open on 
the top.
At least 200 liters of water is 
needed three times per week 
in order to supply a family 
with vegetables and fruit.

Method:

? Cut the 42 metres of pipe into 6 pieces 
of 7 metres each
? Heat the nail on the candle/lighter and 

make dripper holes 300 mm apart on 
each of the 6 pieces of pipes
? Thread a piece of Nylon string through 

each hole in the pipe (the strings can 
be moved to clear blockages)
? Fold back one end of each pipe
? Connect tap to drum and seal with 

silicone
? Connect the T-pieces to open ends of 

the pipes as shown in diagram
? Plant vegetables along the drip-holes 

and strings

Equipment needed:

?210 liter drum
?Fix 15mm Nylon 

Tiece
?15mm Tap and Nylon 

elbow
?1.5mm braided 

Nylon strings 
?Candle or lighter
?1.5mm thick nail
?42 metres of 15mm 

pipe 
?Silicone sealant

15mm Nylon T-pipe

15mm Tap and Nylon 
elbow

Brick elevation
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NEXT TO PLANTS

The outer border of the ‘wagon wheel’ can 
be connected by more pipe and be fenced 
off to keep animals out. It can be utilized 
to trellis runner beans.
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ARC-INSTITUTE FOR 
SOIL, CLIMATE AND 

WATER

ARC-
SOIL, CLIMATE AND 

WATER

Telephone:

Postal address:

INSTITUTE FOR 

+27(0)12 427 9700
+27(0)12 310 2500

 
ARC-Institute for Soil, 

Climate and Water
Private Bag X79
Pretoria, 0001
South Africa

AGRICULTURAL 
RESEARCH COUNCIL
 

TRAINING AND ADVISORY UNIT

Physical Address:

Postal address:

GPS Coordinates:

Enquiries:

1134 Park street, Hatfield, Pretoria

P.O. Box 8783, 
Pretoria, 
0001,
SOUTH AFRICA

S 25° 44' 55. 8" 
E 28° 14' 14. 0"

traininservices@arc.agric.za

Tel: +27 (0)12 427 9700
Fax: +27 (0)12430 5814
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